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Abstract
Rising trends in freshwater salinity, collectively termed the Freshwater Salinization
Syndrome (FSS), constitute a global environmental concern. Given that the FSS has
been observed in diverse settings, key questions regarding the causes, trend magnitudes, and consequences remain. Prior work hypothesized that FSS is driven by
state factors, such as human-centered land use change, geology, and climate. Here,
we identify the fundamental overriding factors driving FSS within the northeastern
United States and quantify the diversity of FSS severity within the region. Specifically, we analyzed decadal-scale trends in specific conductance (a salinity proxy) for
333 lotic sites over four decades. Next, we quantified potential variables driving the
rising or falling trends, including impervious surface cover (ISC), winter temperature
and precipitation, watershed size, and ambient conductance. Temperature and ISC
were considered the most likely candidates for predicting FSS severity because road
salts have previously emerged as the fundamental regional driver. Most (62.5%) sites
exhibited patterns of significantly increasing conductance; thus, the overall regional
state reflects advancing FSS. However, others exhibited an absence of change (28.8%)
or decreasing values (8.7%), and slope magnitude did change with latitude. Linear
modeling demonstrated that two variables—ISC and watershed size—constitute the
best predictors of long-term conductance trends and that an intercept not significantly
different than zero suggests that the FSS does not reign in the absence of urbanization.
We also detected areas with consistently decreasing trends despite moderate ISC.
Therefore, within the region, advancing urbanization causes the typical condition of
advancing FSS, but heterogeneity also exists.

1

INTRODUCTION

Rising salinity in freshwaters represents an emerging problem for water quality across regional and global scales, with
risks to ecosystems, agriculture, human health, and infrastructure (Cañedo-Argüelles et al., 2013; Hintz et al., 2022;

Abbreviations: AIC, Akaike information criterion; FSS, Freshwater
Salinization Syndrome; ISC, impervious surface cover; MK, Mann–Kendall.

Kaushal et al., 2005, 2018, 2021; Thorslund et al., 2021).
Trends of rising salinization and associated complex interactions with ecosystems, engineered water systems, and social
consequences have led to the conceptual framework known
as Freshwater Salinization Syndrome (FSS) (Kaushal et al.,
2018, 2019, 2021). Heterogeneity in FSS-associated impacts
varies across many state attributes, such as climate, geology, flowpaths, human and activities (Kaushal et al., 2018,
2021). However, where surface water salinity increases, many
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impacts to municipal drinking water quality can drive human
health impacts and reduce the ability of aquatic ecosystems
to support biodiverse ecosystems (Cañedo-Argüelles, 2020;
Castillo et al., 2018; Szklarek et al., 2022).
Settings where FSS has been detected in lotic waters are
geologically and climatically disparate, suggesting that multiple factors can drive the phenomenon. For example, FSS
is commonly detected in warm, arid, and semi-arid climates
where droughts are common (Ginatullina et al., 2017; Rengasamy, 2006). In semi-xeric regions, increasing salinity in
both headwater streams and large rivers driven by concentrating salts in groundwaters due to irrigation appears to be
common (Cañedo-Argüelles et al., 2016; Jolly, 1997; Jolly
et al., 2001). Similar trends have been detected in cold dryland climates, such as Central Asia (Ginatullina et al., 2017;
Liu et al., 2020). Freshwater Salinization Syndrome and
widespread alkalinization also commonly occur in temperate and mesic regions. Kaushal et al. (2013) demonstrated
widespread rising surface water alkalinity in the United
States due to decades of acidic precipitation and the proliferation of impervious surfaces in urban areas. Kaushal
et al. (2018) estimated that more than 37% of the drainage
area in the contiguous United States has been affected
by salinization, particularly in midwestern and northeastern
states, where some streams exhibit exponentially rising trends
(Jackson & Jobbágy, 2005). Such patterns have been consistently observed in inquiries applying disparate methodologies
and spatiotemporal scales (Dugan et al., 2017; Evans et al.,
2018; Jackson & Jobbágy, 2005; Kaushal et al., 2005).
Despite rising salinity trends observed in rural settings,
salinization is often associated with urbanization due to multiple diverse sources of chemicals associated with urban
land use but especially road salts (Steele & AitkenheadPeterson, 2011). Urbanization and associated impervious
surfaces increase the volume and speed of runoff entering
bodies of water but also shift the chemical composition of
storm flow and groundwater (Miller et al., 2014). Road salts,
a common road deicer used across cold regions of the United
States, directly and acutely elevate salinity when salts dissolved in surface runoff contribute to groundwater (Evans
& Frick, 2001; Kaushal et al., 2018). The annual salt load
applied to U.S. roadways has increased from 0.15 million t
in the 1940s to 15–18 million t in modern times (Dugan et al.,
2017; Jackson & Jobbágy, 2005). However, surface waters
in many regions lacking urban growth and/or in warmer climates where road salts are rarely applied also exhibit rising
salinity (Kaushal et al., 2013, 2018). Regions where the FSS
appears to be afflicting surface waters but where urbanization is limited and/or road salts are sparingly or rarely applied
include Mediterranean climate regions of southeastern Australia, the North American southwest, western Europe, and
central China (Dugan et al., 2017; Kaushal et al., 2019).
Specific examples include the Angara River in Russia, the

Core Ideas
∙ Freshwater salinization in streams and rivers is primarily driven by urbanization in the northeastern
United States
∙ Geographic heterogeneity in freshwater salinization intensity also exists within the region.
∙ Salinization intensity was not aligned with gradients that should reflect road salt application
intensity.
∙ Surface water conductance in some regions, such
as western Pennsylvania, may be declining.

Songhua River in China, the Tombigbee River in the southern United States, the Rhine River in France, and the Ajichay
River in Iran (Kaushal et al., 2019).
One region where rapid advancement of the FSS has been
attributed to urbanization is the northeastern United States
(Stets et al., 2018, 2020). Within this region, dense human
population coupled with an advanced and expansive road
network create a strong potential for road salt–driven FSS,
and several investigations conducted at broad spatial scales
offer affirming evidence of the link. For example, Moore
et al. (2020) compared streams draining urban areas of the
eastern United States spanning regions with cold to warm
climates and found that freshwater systems in the coldest climates exhibited the strongest FSS trends, a pattern the authors
attributed to road salt applications. Baker et al. (2019) demonstrated that FSS intensity near the southern extent of cold
winters of the eastern United States (the state of Maryland)
was strongest in the most urbanized sites and that severe
winter storms resulted in elevated conductivity over mediumterm temporal scales. However, most studies investigating
drivers of FSS in the region have either compared sites along
watershed urban gradients within metropolitan areas (Baker
et al., 2019) or intensively monitored a single or small number of sites at fine temporal scales (Godwin et al., 2003;
Perera et al., 2009). Considering the repeated observation
of pervasive FSS among disparate geoclimatic settings that
include warm regions, identifying the primary driver(s) of
salinization requires comprehensive consideration of regional
waterways.
Given the diverse suite of potential FSS drivers coupled
with a rich source of water quality monitoring data available in the northeastern United States, we sought to quantify
within-region patterns of lotic salinization and to determine
if urbanization represents the primary driver across diverse
watershed settings. Our data are derived from over 300
sites with long-term (≥20 yr) records of specific conductance (water temperature–corrected conductance at 25 ˚C,
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hereafter conductance) derived from grab samples or sonde
readings, used here as a proxy for salinity because conductance is directly proportional to total ion concentrations and
is comparatively easy to measure (Kaushal et al., 2018).
Once the FSS status of each site was quantified we applied
a model selection technique to assess what best predicts FSS
intensity among the following variables: total impervious
surface cover (ISC), winter temperature and precipitation,
ambient conductance, and watershed size using the slope
of long-term salinization as the independent variable. We
hypothesized that watershed ISC, a proxy for urbanization,
would dominate as a driver for FSS intensity and that urbanized watersheds in colder climates within the region would
exhibit the highest FSS rates because of the impact from road
salts.

2
2.1

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area

We focused on the northeastern United States due to consistently observed evidence of increasing salinity in streams
within the region (Daley et al., 2009; Evans & Frick, 2001;
Kaushal et al., 2005, 2018, 2019). Surface water conductance
was collected from sites located in the following U.S. states:
Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
and Vermont. The study area climate is characterized by
strong seasonal variability in temperature with local heterogeneity caused by proximity to geographic features such as the
Atlantic Ocean in the east, the Great Lakes in the northwest,
and the Appalachian Mountains. Average annual precipitation
ranges from 79 to 152 cm (Vose et al., 2012), but it is common for inland areas to experience more extreme precipitation
events due to orographic lift, especially during winter. Average annual temperatures range from −6 to 18 ˚C (Vose et al.,
2012), with average winter temperatures ranging from −10 to
4 ˚C (NRCC, 2022).
The total land area of the states included in our analysis is
468,788 km2 with heterogeneous land cover, including upland
forest (51%), agriculture (13%), water (13%), wetlands (9%),
development (9%), wetland forests (6%), shrub/scrub (4%),
and grassland/barren land (<1%) (MRLCC, 2022). Although
forests dominate the total regional land cover, these states
rank among the most populous regions in the United States,
with 145 individuals per square kilometer (United States Census Bureau, 2021). Localized rapid population growth led to
6,829.8 km2 of upland forest land cover transition to developed (+3,035.5 km2 ) or shrub (+2,929.3 km2 ) land cover
between 1996 and 2010 (MRLCC, 2022).

2.2

Site selection

Conductance data were accessed from the Water Quality Portal, an online database maintained by the National
Water Quality Monitoring Council (NWQMC, 2022). The
Water Quality Portal aggregates water quality data collected
from multiple U.S. state and federal agencies. Conductance
(μS cm−1 at 25 ˚C) observations collected by partnering
agencies consist of either grab samples or sonde readings
collected in situ but not automated readings gathered by permanently deployed sensors. Data were collected using the
following filters (selected options as listed on the portal
provided in italics): states inclusive of the 10 listed above,
site type = Stream (NWIS, STEWARDS, STORET), sample
media = Water (NWIS, STEWARDS, STORET), characteristic = Specific conductance (NWIS, STORET), a date range
between 1 Jan.1980 and 12 Jan. 2021, and minimum results
per site = 100. Sites with records that spanned <10 yr were
omitted from further analyses. The final pool of sites consisted of 333 waterways with a median sample size of 250
observations (Figure 1a).
Outlier conductance observations beyond ±3 SD of the
mean for each site were excluded because they likely represented conditions recorded during high flows, when precipitation or snowmelt events resulted in very anomalously high
or low conductance values. Although conductance and the
associated concentration of ion concentrations are typically
dynamic during and after high flow events (Ulloa-Cedamanos
et al., 2021), our fundamental aim was to characterize longterm trends in baseflow conductance values given that the
data represented grab samples. Furthermore, the temporal resolution of the data disallowed consideration of event-based
conductance dynamics. Omitting observations ±3 SD beyond
the mean typically resulted in minimal data loss per site:
the median proportion of omitted data was 7.8 × 10−3 , and
no data were excluded from the records of 61 sites (18.3%)
(Figure 1b).
The temporal coverage data varied among sites, but most
records represent a period post-2000. The median year of
record for nearly two-thirds of sites (65.8%) was later than
the year 2000 (Figure 1c). Although a minority of records
were centered on measurements dating back several decades,
our fundamental aim was to quantify a broad spatial range of
conductance trends by implementing loose criteria for inclusion in our site pool. Furthermore, nonlinear, decadal-scale
changes to conductance trends associated with the FSS are
uncommon, and most salinizing waterways exhibit a trend
of linear increase beyond the record that we limited data to
(Baker et al., 2019; Kaushal et al., 2018, 2021). Therefore,
although most sites reflect trends over the past two decades, a
minority correspond to older records.
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for seven ions that contribute to FSS and are typically found
at high (>1 mg L–1 ) concentrations (Kaushal et al., 2021)
using the same Water Quality Portal system that provided conductance data (NWQMC, 2022). The same criteria described
above for conductance (i.e., sample size >100, record between
1980 and 2021, at least a 10-yr span) were applied to ion
concentrations (reported in mg L–1 ). Data availability among
study sites ions varied, with calcium, magnesium, and sulfate
most widely available (Table 1). We applied the same trend
analyses described below for conductance to each ion concentration and compared the statistical outcomes between each
ion and conductance on a site-by-site basis, with the goal of
inferring which ions were most likely contributing to observed
conductance trends.

2.4

Watershed data

F I G U R E 1 Attributes of the sites selected for conductance
analysis, including (a) the sample size per site, (b) the proportion of
data excluded from trend analysis due to outlier status, and (c) the
median year among observations among sites

To accurately extract land cover metrics relevant to each
site, contributing watersheds were delineated for each site
using the TopoToolbox software in MATLAB (Schwanghart
& Scherler, 2014) and the 1 arc-second (∼30-m resolution)
USGS seamless digital elevation model across the study
region (Archuleta et al., 2017). All delineated watersheds and
gage locations were then verified for hydrologic fidelity with
published drainage areas and, when possible, with previous
drainage basin morphometry compilations (Falcone, 2011).
Watershed areas in assessed sites ranged from 0.2 to >70,000
km2 (mean, 2,584 km2 ). To assess the impact urbanization
has on long-term trends in conductance, ISC was used as a
proxy. The National Land Cover Database was used to download ISC data for 2019 (MRLCC, 2022). Total watershed ISC
was calculated using the National Land Cover Database ISC
layer clipped by watershed boundaries to estimate the percent
cover for each site.
Climate parameters averaged within site watershed boundaries were also calculated to determine if metrics likely
associated with road salt application served as useful predictors of conductance trends. Mean temperature (˚C) and total
precipitation (mm) during winter (November–March) were
calculated from climate grids provided by Abatzoglou and
Brown (2012) at a 4-km pixel resolution.

2.3

2.5

Ion concentrations

Conductance represents a scale limitation when used as a
proxy for salinization because it aggregates contributions
from all dissolved ions and cannot distinguish specific chemical species driving trends. Although our primary focus was to
quantify trends of conductance and therefore total salinity, we
also considered changing ion concentration trends among our
sites where sufficient data were available. We acquired data

Statistical analyses

The Mann–Kendall (MK) trend test from the R package
Kendall (McLeod 2011) was used to quantify long-term
trends in surface water conductance and ion concentrations
(where available) at each site. The MK test is a nonparametric test commonly used for determining monotonic trends in
environmental data that are not normally distributed or uniform. Because MK tests require a regular time series to detect
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T A B L E 1 Ions tested for long-term trends in concentrations, the corresponding label applied to retrieve data from the water quality portal
(NWQMC, 2022) and the site sample size (including the proportion of conductance sites represented) for each assessed ion

Ion

Characteristics label

Sample size (proportion of
conductance sites)

Ca+

Calcium (NWIS, STEWARDS, STORET)

205 (0.61)

Cl–

Chloride (NWIS, STEWARDS, STORET)

158 (0.47)

HCO3 –

Bicarbonate (NWIS, STORET)

33 (0.10)

K+

Potassium (NWIS, STEWARDS,
STORET)

114 (0.34)

Mg2+

Magnesium (NWIS, STEWARDS,
STORET)

206 (0.62)

Na+

Sodium (NWIS, STEWARDS, STORET)

137 (0.41)

Sulfate (NWIS, STEWARDS, STORET)

204 (0.61)

SO4

–

long-term trends, monthly averages for specific conductivity were calculated for each site and then modeled using
the tseries R package (Trapletti et al., 2021). The seasonal MK test detects whether a significant trend (p < .05)
is present and produces the test statistic (tau) to estimate
whether the overall trend is increasing or decreasing while
accounting for seasonal signals (McLeod, 2011). Because
seasonal MK tests partition seasonal signals from other patterns, interannual trends represent temporal scales without
seasonal signals. Sen slopes are often used in combination with MK tests to quantify coefficients for long-term
trends in time series. We therefore calculated Sen slopes
to convey the directionality and magnitude of long-term
(i.e., interannual) conductance trends for each site using
the R package trend package (Pohlert, 2020). Sen slopes
reported in our analyses represent units of conductance
(μS cm−1 at 25 ˚C) per month.
Once Sen slopes predicting changes in conductance had
been calculated, we applied a multiple linear regression
framework to identify watershed metrics that influence conductance Sen slopes among sites. The Sen slopes were treated
as dependent variables and watershed metrics as candidate
independent variables. All slopes, regardless of statistical
significance, were included in the analyses described here.
Watershed metrics included percent ISC (for the year 2019),
watershed size, average winter precipitation, and average
winter temperature. We also included ambient conductance,
calculated as the mean of all observed values, as a variable
to discern if sites with the lowest values were most vulnerable to FSS. A correlation matrix among candidate variables
was quantified to ensure that any highly correlated variables
were excluded in the model selection procedure (Table 2).
Several large rivers in our site network support more than one
site. Therefore, to reduce the influence of large river sites, we
averaged the Sen slope estimates and all ancillary variables
among all sites on rivers with the same name prior to the analyses outlined below. The reduced sample size consisted of 278

sites: 242 lotic ecosystems with a single monitoring station
and 36 with two or more stations aggregated. A forward step
analysis in an Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike,
1973) was used to analyze which independent variables were
most influential in predicting variability of Sen slopes. We
subsequently analyzed the model with the lowest AIC values using an additive multiple linear regression model. All
variables were checked for normality and homogeneity of
variance assumptions prior to AIC analysis. Because watershed ISC was right-skewed with a minority of large outliers,
we ln-transformed the variable prior to analysis.

3

RESULTS

Conductance is rising throughout lotic waters of the northeastern United States (Figure 2). Among all study sites, 62.5%
(n = 208) were found to be statistically increasing, whereas
8.7% (n = 29) were statistically decreasing (see Figures 3
and 4 for examples). The remaining 28.8% (n = 96) exhibited no statistically significant trend (Figure 4). The mean
Sen slope (±95% confidence interval) among sites was 0.356
± 0.085 μS cm−1 mo−1 .
Conductance patterns, both directionality and magnitude, differed substantially throughout the region (Figure 5).
Among states, lotic systems in eastern Massachusetts exhibited the strongest instances of FSS. Waterways in this area
flow through the Boston metropolitan region, the most
northerly major urban area in our study region. However,
states with the most urbanized watersheds in our study did
not perfectly correspond with those exhibiting the highest
Sen slopes. Urbanized sites near the northernmost extent of
our study area (northern Vermont) did not exhibit strong
salinization rates, whereas watersheds in heavily urbanized
Connecticut also exhibited more moderately elevated Sen
slopes than would be expected (Figures 5 and 6). Watersheds in western Pennsylvania consistently exhibit negative or
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TA B L E 2

Correlation matrix of watershed variables used in candidate models predicting Sen slopes

Variable

Average winter
temperature

Average winter
precipitation

Drainage area

Mean conductance

˚C

cm

km2

μS cm−1 at 25 ˚C

Average winter precipitation,
cm

0.17

Drainage area, km2

−0.11

−0.18

Mean conductance, μS cm−1 at
25 ˚C

0.20

0.00

−0.02

ISC (2019), %

0.47

0.25

−0.10

0.51

Note. ISC, impervious surface cover.

F I G U R E 2 (a) Distribution of Sen slopes for all sites and (b) the proportion of sites that were statistically significantly increasing (p < .05 and
increasing slope, red), decreasing (p < .05 and decreasing slope, blue), or no significant trend detected (p > .05, gray)

TA B L E 3

Forward-step model selection parameters for models predicting Sen slopes

Model

t values

p values

Slopes (±1 SE)

R2

AIC

.23

−317.85

ISC (2019), %

8.54

<.0001

0.31 ± 0.04

Watershed size, km2

−2.52

.0123

−1.81 ± 0.72 ×10−5

ISC (2019), %

8.75

<.0001

0.32 ± 0.04

.21

−314.21

Intercept only

–

–

–

–

−253.63

Note. AIC, Akaike information criterion.

near-zero Sen slopes, even where sites include moderate ISC
cover (Figure 5). Ambient conductance values varied significantly among states as well (Figure 5), but areas with the
lowest ambient conductance did not exhibit the highest Sen
slopes.
Model selection using AIC indicated that ISC and watershed size best predict Sen slopes among sites. Correlation
among candidate independent variables was low to moderate, with r values ranging from 0 to .51 (Table 2). The model
with the lowest AIC value consisted of ISC and watershed size

as independent variables (Table 3). Both ISC and watershed
size exhibited statistically significant (α < .05) slopes in the
multiple linear regression model (F2,275 = 42.2; p < .0001)
(Figure 7). Sen slopes were positively related to ISC but
declined along a gradient of watershed size. The 95% confidence interval of the model intercept overlapped with zero
(−5.5×10−2 ± 1.3 ×10−1 ), indicating that watersheds lacking
ISC would not be expected to exhibit nonzero Sen slopes.
Trends among seven ion concentrations suggested that
chemicals associated with road salts, especially sodium and
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Examples of rising long-term conductance trends in the northeastern United States. All sites are statistically significantly increasing

chloride, were most aligned with conductance trends. Siteby-site statistical outcomes between conductance and ion
concentrations were congruent (i.e., the same statistical
outcome and trajectory was detected for both ion and conductance) for sodium and chloride among 78.8 and 80.3%,
respectively (Figure 8). Potassium, calcium, and magnesium
concentration trends also broadly aligned with conductance
among sites (63.2, 69.8, and 66.5%, respectively). In contrast,
bicarbonate and especially sulfate concentration trends were
more likely to be different than those observed for conductance. Only 20.6% of sites exhibited congruent trends between
sulfate concentrations and conductance, and trends in 42.6%
of the sites exhibited opposing trends.

4

DISCUSSION

Our analyses affirm urbanization as the primary driver of rising surface water conductance values, a proxy for salinity,
in flowing freshwater ecosystems of the northeastern United
States. Previous work investigating FSS in the region concluded that urbanization, and especially associated road salt
application, drives both ambient and episodic salinization
in flowing waters (Baker et al., 2019; Daley et al., 2009;

Godwin et al., 2003; Moore et al., 2020). To our knowledge, results presented here represent the largest sample size
and most comprehensive representation of streams spanning
a rural-to-urban gradient among similar studies conducted
within the region to date. The strong association between
watershed ISC and conductance Sen slopes, coupled with the
lack of a nonzero intercept in the regression model, strongly
suggests that urbanization is the driver of FSS in the northeastern United States. Furthermore, ion concentrations associated
with road salts, especially sodium and chloride, also mostly
aligned with trends among sites. Although lotic systems in
many other regions where road salt application is minimal
or absent exhibit strong FSS patterns (Berger et al., 2019;
Cañedo-Argüelles et al., 2016; Estévez et al., 2019), collective evidence firmly indicates that urbanization and associated
road salt application drives FSS in the northeastern United
States.
However, conductance trends among lotic ecosystems
within the region also exhibit geographic heterogeneity.
Site watersheds from the results presented here possess relatively similar climatic and ecological attributes, yet we
detected some regional disparities in conductance trends. For
example, sites in western Pennsylvania consistently exhibited marginally declining conductance despite significant
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F I G U R E 4 Examples of falling or stable long-term conductance trends in the northeastern United States. Sites with trendlines represent those
with statistically significantly decreasing trends while those lacking lines do not exhibit rising or falling trends

urbanization among many sites, whereas the urbanized sites
in northern Vermont, Connecticut, and Maryland tended to
have more moderately increasing conductance trends relative
to sites elsewhere with comparable degrees of urban cover.
Although the link between urbanization and rising conductance can be explained by a latitudinal gradient associated
with winter temperature and road salt application at larger
scales (Moore et al., 2020), our findings suggest that a strong
latitudinal or winter temperature gradient of increasing FSS
intensity does not exist within the northeastern United States.
Differences in watershed and road salt management strategies among the states and cities of our study region could
contribute to the geographic heterogeneity in FSS among sites
that we observed. Stormwater management policy varies significantly among U.S. states and cities (Hale 2016; Keeley
et al., 2013; Lopez-Cantu & Samaras, 2018; McPhillips &
Matsler, 2018), and contemporary means to mitigate storm
flows include a diverse array of approaches (Raspati et al.,
2017). However, structures that are in many cases at least
somewhat effective at mitigating urbanization-induced flow
regime changes, sedimentation, and eutrophication (Collins
et al., 2010; Koch et al., 2014; Li & Davis, 2014; Yazdi et al.,
2021) may not significantly reduce concentrations of less bio-

logically reactive ion, such as those originating from road salts
(Burgis et al., 2020; Scarlett et al., 2018; Snodgrass et al.,
2017). Road salt management application policies among
states (Hintz et al., 2022) also likely contributed to FSS variability in our results. Winter road management strategies are
heterogeneous because road salts vary by chemical composition, the amount required to clear snow or ice changes with
accompanying physical treatments such as sand or prewetting, and application equipment can affect efficacy (USEPA,
2010). To our knowledge, no systemic review of road salt policy among northeastern U.S. states has been conducted that
could elucidate if differences in road salt management strategies contribute to the geographic heterogeneity inherent in our
results.
Water quality of streams in the northeastern United States
also reflect a legacy of significant shifts in regional air
quality over the past century. Industrial emissions largely
originating in the Midwest generated severe regional acid
precipitation and nitrogen deposition during the late 20th century that drove elevated concentrations of sulfate, nitrogen,
and metals in surface waters (Cronan & Schofield, 1979).
Major regulations at the national scale led to a significant
recovery toward pre-industrial atmospheric conditions in
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F I G U R E 5 The distribution of (a) Sen slopes, (b) mean conductance values, and (c) percent impervious surface cover (2019, bottom) of each
site delineated by state

subsequent decades (Aas et al., 2019; Lehmann et al., 2007).
Recent surface water chemistry trends in the region also
reflect the recovery from industrial atmospheric pollution
because some streams in the region exhibit decreasing
metal, H+ , NO3 – , and SO4 2− trends coupled with increasing
dissolved organic carbon (Burns et al., 2006; SanClements
et al., 2012; Siemion et al., 2018). Our finding that sulfate
concentration trends are largely misaligned with conductance
trends probably reflects such atmospheric dynamics. The
surface waters of rural regional watersheds also can exhibit
declining concentrations of ions typically associated with
road salts, such as Ca+ , Na+ , Cl– , and Mg+ , because the
acidic precipitation that leached these ions from soils has
exhausted stores from watershed soils (Likens & Buso,
2012). Therefore, regional surface water chemistry in urban

watersheds include a complex matrix of simultaneously rising
and falling ion concentrations. In some cases, such as Ca+ ,
drivers of both rising (road salt) and falling (soil depletion)
concentrations might simultaneously shape surface water
concentrations.
Our results reflect patterns detected from coarse temporal
resolution data distributed across a broad spatial scale and
therefore do not reflect potentially important dynamics at fine
temporal scales. Ion concentrations that contribute to conductance change rapidly during spates, with event-specific
magnitudes of rising or falling values depending on flow
paths and seasonality (Ledford et al., 2016; Timpano et al.,
2018). Interannual variability in conductance can also reflect
short-term weather because anomalously strong winter
storms can result in extra road salt application that results in
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F I G U R E 6 Locations, conductance Sen slopes, and watershed impervious surface cover (ISC) for all sites. Point size corresponds to the
estimated 2019 watershed ISC. Color within points corresponds to the magnitude and directionality of Sen slopes; color gradient outside of points
represents mean average winter (November–March) temperature

F I G U R E 7 Relationship between watershed 2019 impervious
surface cover and Sen slopes. Point sizes are scaled to represent
watershed size

acute conductance spikes (Baker et al., 2019). Such dynamics
may be more important than long-term changes of baseflow
conductance values because severe, short-term changes
in salinity can cause microbial mortality and subsequent

F I G U R E 8 Congruence of models between conductance and
individual ion concentrations for seven chemicals that commonly
feature in the Freshwater Salinization Syndrome FSS. Fully congruent
outcomes represent those where both models reported the same
statistical significance, and, when trends were detected, the
directionality of slopes was consistent. Only one trend detected reflects
sites where either statistically significant conductance or ionic
concentration trends were detected, but not for both. Opposite trends
detected reflects sites where both ionic and conductance trends were
detected but the directionality of slopes was reversed between
parameters

UTZ ET AL.

reductions in metabolism (Cochero et al., 2017), which could
explain why oxygen cycling diminishes for several days following floods (Utz et al., 2020). Conductance and ion concentration trends during baseflow periods immediately following
spates also exhibit heterogeneous patterns structured by conditions preceding the events (Ulloa-Cedamanos et al., 2021).
The data derived from grab samples or sondes represented in
our results are unfit to assess conductance trends or patterns
linked to spates. However, the regional patterns evident in our
findings coupled with heterogeneous hydrologic responses
of streams to urbanization among regions (Utz et al., 2011,
2016) highlight the strong potential for spatial heterogeneity
in conductance dynamics at short temporal scales. Data
streams from automated sensors set to a high temporal
resolution are required to adequately assess event-driven conductance and ion concentration dynamics. Fortunately, such
data streams are increasingly available (Pellerin et al., 2016).

5

CONCLUSION

Findings presented here offer further evidence that urbanization drives FSS in the northeastern United States, but
the phenomenon does exhibit geographic heterogeneity stemming from a number of potential sources. The measurement
we used as a proxy for salinity (conductance) characterizes
all collective dissolved ions in water and therefore cannot
distinguish specific chemicals driving overall salinization in
a system. Although road salts are a clear driver of FSS in
cold regions, many additional anthropogenic stressors, including wastewater (Bhide et al., 2021), infrastructure weathering
(Moore et al., 2017), and agricultural practices such as
liming (Oberhelman & Peterson, 2020) and fertilization
(Zampella et al., 2007), can simultaneously drive salinization. Furthermore, lotic ecosystems draining watersheds with
FSS drivers might also exhibit falling concentrations of
certain ions if other environmental stressors, such as atmospheric deposition and acidic precipitation, are ameliorating
(Likens & Buso, 2012; Siemion et al., 2018). Therefore,
FSS is collectively driven by multiple processes that heterogeneously affect ionic concentrations. Such heterogeneity
may be expressed geographically in a region where FSS is
widespread.
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